Campus Crackdown
Break-ins plague students' automobiles

Lara Look

Students’ property worth more than $2,300 has been stolen in 30 reported break-ins this fall. Taped players, power mowers, clothes, stereo equipment and garage tools are among the items reported. Each break-in resulted in an average property loss of $77.98.

Most of the thefts occurred between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. during the week. Thefts have been reported every day, with the exception of Monday.

Director of public safety Allen M. Hill, who investigated each break-in, said that thieves are a cohesive group and plan their work. The thieves strike at regular times, on regular routes, using regular methods.

“Each break-in resulted in an average property loss of $77.98,” Hill said.

“We are doing all we reasonably can, short of arresting people,” Willard said.

“However, we are monitoring the area, and the patrol officers who work the shop shift have stepped up their patrols and are out in lesser numbers,” Hill said. Willard sees the area as a shortage of a campus security apparatus.

“With the parking lots being full, you can’t even walk down the road,” Willard said.

Within the past few months targets have included dormitories, students’ cars and the swimming pool area.

Homecoming trafficking cited issuing

John Wadocks

Approximately 50 traffic citations were issued during Homecoming, a 90 percent increase over an average weekend, director of public safety Allen M. Hill said. Traffic citations are issued every weekend.

“There are usually more than enough students to accommodate the needs of the community,” he said.

Other citations during Homecoming were for parking in a fire lane or in a fire lane – violations of laws that the Winnsdows

Shake it up!

The shuttle will be performing at 9:30 tomorrow night. See related story on page 3.

University selected
‘Employer of Year’ for handicapped

Wake Forest was selected by the Moyer’s Committee for the Handicapped Business community’s Employer of the Year last fall.

To a writer President James G. M. Scales, Moyer’s Committee said Wake Forest received the award for the efforts made in hiring the handicapped.

“The Committee says I had just that year record of placing handicapped people in meaningful positions with full responsibilities,” President Scales said.

Corporating and Wake Forest should consider it an honor to other employers in the community.

“Your community could be equally appreciative for all the great, correct and honest things Wake Forest has done,” the Committee said.

Corporating and Wake Forest should consider it a compliment to the efforts made in hiring the handicapped.

Several important modifications that have been completed are:

- platform's construction is two Different locations of the main church building. The platform is located between the security department and the church offices.
- platform is built with steel and also the church offices are connected to the platform.
- platform is built with steel and also the church offices are connected to the platform.
- platform is built with steel and also the church offices are connected to the platform.
- platform is built with steel and also the church offices are connected to the platform.

Committee to unveil art works

The College Hill Union art committee and the Winnsdows are planning to unveil site works of art presented last spring at the University Union. The works are to be unveiled in a dedication ceremony.

Last year students nominated sculptors and painters, who submitted 60 preliminary entries. The research was completed, the entries were evaluated, and the students were notified.

The committee also represents the University Union on a lark in the arts. The committee was formed two years ago to select and purchase art works for the Union.

The committee members include students and members of the department of art, who are in charge of the selection process.

Spanish classes are growing

Spanish classes are growing at a more rapid rate than any other language class at Wake Forest.

There are no apparent favorite languages within the Spanish minor and major and a new addition to the class is the inclusion of a university class in French.

“T. W. H. Dickson,” said.

Spanish classes have grown steadily larger because the students are very interested in the subject matter.

“The recent influx of Cuban refugees has made Spanish a very popular course,” said.

Students are also interested in the subject matter because of the increasing number of Spanish-speaking people in the United States.

This fall students have designated Spanish as their major, and 18 others have chosen it as a minor.

Growing Spanish interest reflected by WF students

Kerry King

Interest in Spanish has been growing continuously over the past decade and a half. Wake Forest is one of the top ten universities in the nation for Spanish language majors. Spanish language majors at Wake Forest have steadily increased, "he said.

Bryant teaches Spanish and serves as an adviser for Spanish majors. He cited several factors for the increased interest in Spanish language courses.

The growing number of Spanish-speaking people in the United States is the most important factor, he said.

The number of Spanish-speaking people in the United States has increased significantly in the past decade and a half. The number has increased from 2 million in 1980 to 12 million in 1990. This increase has led to a greater demand for Spanish language education.

The growing number of Spanish-speaking people in the United States is the most important factor, he said.

Another factor is the growing number of Spanish-speaking people in the United States. This has led to a greater demand for Spanish language education.

The growing number of Spanish-speaking people in the United States has increased significantly in the past decade and a half. The number has increased from 2 million in 1980 to 12 million in 1990. This increase has led to a greater demand for Spanish language education.

Also, there is a growing interest in Hispanic culture and literature, which has led to a greater demand for Spanish language education.

The growing number of Spanish-speaking people in the United States has increased significantly in the past decade and a half. The number has increased from 2 million in 1980 to 12 million in 1990. This increase has led to a greater demand for Spanish language education.
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Glacier Falls Metro

A few current year-in-review poets performed an
expanded version of their work. They were the highly
regarded poets who emerged in the fall Tourist School
poetry workshops. They all received a different
audience than they had before. They were both
popular and competitive with each other.

Catherine Fitzgibbons

A few current year-in-review poets performed as
an integral fixture in society. They were the highly
regarded poets who emerged in the fall Tourist School
poetry workshops. They all received a different
audience than they had before. They were both
popular and competitive with each other.

Catherine Fitzgibbon
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IfC-planned functions face delays, difficulties

West Virginia University

The Student Government and the Student Government Resource Room were scheduled to hold a board meeting in the Student Government Resource Room on March 8th.

I am not aware of any role of The IFC in executive affairs involving the Scales executive. The Scales executive is responsible for the planning and coordination of events.

This event ended up being a failure, but we did not provide effective assistance, and the students were not satisfied with the performance. The Students Council had been notified of the problem, but they had not taken any action to prevent it.

The fraternity's GPA is slightly below the university average of 2.44. The fraternity GPA was 2.64, which is slightly higher than the university average. The fraternity members are not satisfied with the performance of the fraternity, and they have expressed their concerns to the university administration.

Pizza is Only the Beginning at Pizza Garden

We have bought salads, soups, sauces, canneloni, spaghetti, and so much more. And all of it is available for fast, hot, delivery. To order something different this week, we're only a phone call away from you.

Pizza Garden

Congratulations to Match Game Winner: Lorie Privette. Correct answers —


Three ‘Garfield’ Books Make Times Bestseller List

Garfield At Large

Garfield Gains Weight

Garfield Bigger Than Life

All Available At Your University Store

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

DEACON SHOP

SUNDAY SHOP

"on the campus"

Quadrant One

These students and others have found an unusual way to add to an otherwise tedious Saturday night. The Quadrant: Ads are sometimes difficult to plan, they said, and open house events are easy to arrange.

Beers prohibited on party ads

The reason for a regulation prohibiting beer from appearing on fraternity or sorority party advertisements is apparently not clear. It may be that fraternities and sororities are more concerned about the promotion of beer, Students Council President Wade Locke said he thought the regulation was not to encourage the presence of beer. Students Council, however, has an official position on party ads that are more pressing issues of the time.

Amity

GMAT LSAT MCAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saturday</th>
<th>Monday through Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>9:00 AM to 5:00 PM</td>
<td>6:00 PM to 9:00 PM</td>
<td>10:00 AM to 5:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COLLEGE BEVERAGE

723-0331 — SERVING WAKE FOREST SINCE 1969

100 Bill Pickett Blvd., Department Store Shopping Area

ALL YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE BRANDS

Clips & Tips In The New Deacon’s Hot Dog Stand

Clip a Tip to be in the Annual Deacon’s Hot Dog Stand

Hot Dogs and Burgers

Monday Night Special

Lasagna

For Only

$9 95

$25

Tuesday Night Special

Spaghetti

For Only

$9 95

$25

With our special

Including sauce and bread

 server

at the door

BY APPOINTMENT

Closed 7:30 p.m. Sat.

at the door

Thursday Shopping Center - 723-2917 • 901-6 days open evenings

Three ‘Garfield’ Books Make Times Bestseller List

Garfield At Large

Garfield Gains Weight

Garfield Bigger Than Life

All Available At Your University Store

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

DEACON SHOP

SUNDAY SHOP

"on the campus"

CALENDAR

OF EVENTS "Listen and Learn" settings are Saturday at 9, 11 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. in the Mendenhall Gym, 911-2506; with LC "Lady and The Tramp" Sunday at 8 p.m.

"Sneaky Pete" Monday at 8 p.m. "Labyrinth" or "Long Distance Runner" Tuesday at 8 p.m.

LITERATURE: Werner Kozak, a leading theologian and retired junior from West Germany, will lecture on "Ketl: Birth, Teacher, Filled and Confusus" Monday at 7:30 p.m. in Wren A.

COLLOQUIUM: Professor of psychology Gordon Harrington from the University of North Texas will speak on "The Moral of 'The Tail''" Monday at 4 p.m. in 213 Westfield. Admission is free.

FORUM: This week's Forum on Student Concerns is "Self-Confidence: How to Sell It and Keep It." The forum will be held Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the Student Government Resource Room.

CHESS TOURNAMENT: The College Union will sponsor a chess tournament Saturday at 10 a.m. in the Courtyard. The winner will represent Wake Forest at the regional tournament in Blowing Rock, N.C.

FULL FORMAL: The Winner's Residence Council Formal will be held tonight in Barton Convention Center. Entertainment will be provided by The Certified.

FOREIGN STUDY: Any students interested in study visiting this summer should contact professors of Romance Languages Mary F. Robertson in Trillium, 802/561-5417 or March 19.
Letters to the editor

Students lose when Deaconlight goes off air

On Tuesday, November 16, the station's fundraising efforts were focused on the station's first pledge drive since the switch to music. The drive was successful, with pledges totaling $10,000. However, the switch also brought about some negative consequences for the station.

Many students expressed concerns about the lack of programming during the switch. "I was looking forward to listening to the station all day long," said one student. "But when they switched to music, it was like suddenly being cut off from the world." Others cited the lack of broadcast during the switch as a reason for their dissatisfaction.

Additionally, some students noted that the switch to music was done without proper notice or consultation. "I feel like the station management didn't care about our opinions," said another student. "They just decided to switch without even telling us." This sentiment was echoed by many others, who felt like their voices were not heard in the decision-making process.

Despite these issues, some students did applaud the switch to music. "I think it's great to have more variety in programming," said one student. "I'm excited to see what the new programming will bring." Others expressed hope that the station would continue to offer a wide range of programming in the future.

In conclusion, the switch to music brought both positive and negative consequences for the station. While some students appreciated the new programming, others were disappointed by the lack of broadcast during the switch and the lack of consultation in the decision-making process. The station will undoubtedly continue to face challenges as it navigates this new era of programming.

Christopher Richard Decker

Protest

In yet another effort to update the present political system, a political protest was staged by the students of Deaconlight Station. The protest was called "The March for Freedom," and it was held on the campus grounds.

As a freshman, incoming to the University from a conservative environment, I was taken back by the lack of political awareness among my peers. Despite the fact that many of my classmates were well-versed in economic and political theories, they seemed to have little knowledge of the political system and its workings.

I believe that it is important for students to be aware of the political system, and that this awareness can be gained through education and participation. I hope that future protests will be held to promote this awareness.

The protest was a great success, and I would like to see more such events held on campus in the future.

Sincerely,

Rachel Johnson

Security

The department of public safety has been working hard to ensure the safety of all students on campus. This has been a challenging task, given the increase in crime on campus.

However, we are making progress. Last week, our officers were successful in apprehending a suspect who was wanted for a series of break-ins.

We would like to thank the students who have been cooperating with us in this effort. We ask that everyone continue to be vigilant and report any suspicious activity.

Sincerely,

Officer Smith

Groh letter

In last week's Gold and Black, I read a letter that left me feeling confused and disappointed. The letter was written by a student who seemed to be expressing a negative view towards the Groh administration.

I would like to respond to this letter with a counterpoint. I believe that the Groh administration has been working hard to improve the campus experience for all students.

For example, they have implemented new safety measures and have been responsive to student concerns. I think that these actions demonstrate a commitment to the welfare of the student body.

I encourage anyone who has concerns about the administration to express them in a constructive manner. Let's work together to make the campus a better place for everyone.

Sincerely,

Susan Johnson
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Baumgardner, Denfeld and Duckett lead receivers

Deacs beat Spiders

Wayne McCollum ran for 127 yards and Gerry Denfeld added 139 to lead the Wake Forest football team to a 20-7 victory over Richmond Saturday at Sands Stadium.

The win was the Deacons' 10th of the season and assured them a spot in the ACC championship game.

Wayne McCollum scored on touchdown runs of 4 and 13 yards, and Gerry Denfeld also scored on a 4-yard run.

The Deacons closed the season with a 20-19 victory over Georgia Tech in the ACC championship game.

Brown, Pounds selected for AIAA all-state unit

Jaid Bell

Last weekend the Wake Forest football team was selected as the number one team in the nation by the AIAA (American Interscholastic Athletic Association).

The Deacons, who finished the season with a 10-0 record, were selected over several other teams for this honor.

Senior quarterback Jaid Bell was named to the all-state team.

He led the Deacons with 1,548 passing yards and 21 touchdowns.

"I'm really happy to be selected," said Bell.

"It's a great honor to be recognized by the AIAA.

"I've worked hard throughout the year to improve my game and I'm pleased to be selected as a member of the all-state team.

"I'd like to thank my teammates for their support and encouragement.

"I'm excited about the opportunity to represent the Deacons in the national championship game.

"I'm looking forward to the challenge of facing some of the top teams in the country in the national championship game.

"I'm ready to give it my all and help the Deacons win the national championship.

"I'm grateful to have had the opportunity to play college football and I'm proud to be a part of the Deacons' team.

"I'm excited to see what the future holds for me and the Deacons.
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"I'm grateful to have had the opportunity to play college football and I'm proud to be a part of the Deacons' team.
In ’81, honesty was sometimes painful

PAT HICKOK

Last March, while most people considered Wake Forest football a hopeless cause and headed for a daydream about spring break, a small cadre of football heads packed their bags and headed Winfield-Starrs-Gardens ever more.

John MacKenic would have been a fool to turn down the position offered him by the Deacon football team and placed ninth, despite the opportunity of personal gain. In the relative ease of spring break, a chance to collect for the season. Despite the opportunity of personal gain. In retrospect, Groh was never at a loss. In the past three years, the Deacons set 27 school records and tied Carolina and last Saturday’s Wake Forest joying practices and the game more so

The 1981 Deacs aren’t a bunch of winners.

They are the team that sacrificed more than any other people think. The season was really not that bad. People were still thinking for points, first downs and the like, but 12 health injuries was a means of winning. It’s not that anyone really expected

In ’81, honesty was sometimes painful. Well, Groh’s attitude has played a huge role in the game and the position offered him by achievement or one’s personal

In ’81, honesty was sometimes painful. Groh said, "In the previous season, the Deacs entered the 1981 season, the new coach. The last time a first year coach probably won't be...
Kenyong Kerner

WFDD will change its Deejaylitn format to an all-talk format.

Currently, the station is broad- casting jazz on Monday - Wednesdays and rock and roll on Thursdays. The new format will drop the new wave program.

Many of the poems he translates were done- nism by Kinsella greatly.

It was fully behind the decision...Program director Doug Paul said.

Radio station WKZL, like Wake Forest's WFDD, has instituted a format change to attract jazz, rock audiences.

The station refuses to acknowledge the new format.

The new format is also a commitment toward...to the community.

The Student Manager Joel Southern was...it to America was nothing much," he said.

The station has...regional vice president of the Disc Jockey Council.

"The change was primarily a programming decision," WFDB said.

The station's...the program director.

The Student Manager Joel Southern was...the station has also decided to...a free-for-all.

Student Manager Joel Southern was...the program director.

Radio station WKZL, like Wake Forest's WFDD, has instituted a format change to attract jazz, rock audiences.
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